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Final Newsletter 
It was a long journey, not because the time was too long, but because we live in a new time, totally

unexpected, that forced us to test our ability to resist fears, tensions and, sometimes, less health, while

we dedicate ourselves with determination to pursue our goals. Especially Melody was an intense time of

learning and knowledge. 

Melody meant changing the rhythm of physical presence, the emotions of verbal language to the pace of

the virtual, a slower cadence and the intensity of more contained emotions. 

The partnership was obliged to introduce tools for testing. They were already planned in a different way

when the time was also of more contacts and availability, the platform born in the middle of big pressure,

almost mass supply of these tools. 

However, the goal was reached and it has allowed consolidating traditional methodologies already

known and applied in different realities with the proposals of the other partner countries, identifying the

presence of a common line. Sharing the same objectives has led partners to propose similar activities
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and strategies that can be used in different educational contexts. 

The platform has allowed an intuitive and streamlined use of the material, even if there were some

technical problems in the access and for some in the compilation of questionnaires. 

 

The last two months of the project were full of Multiplier Events reaching numbers that were not possible

during a normal school year with in presence classrooms. 

All partners had the responsibility of organising and host at least one
Multiplier Event 
 

1. Multiplier Event on IO 1 (Organising Partner: SPIR OSLO) 4th. April 2019 

46 participants in presence + partners 

 

2. Multiplier Event on IO 2- IO3 (Organising Partner: CRIA) 7th. November 2019 

29 participants in presence + partners 

 

3. Multiplier Event on IO4-IO5 (Organising Partner: GEMS) 11th  March 2021 

40 participants + partners 
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4. Multiplier Event 4 on IO4-IO5 (Organising Partner: IC Spoltore) 25th. March 2021 

86 participants + partners 

 

5. Multiplier Event 5 on IO4-IO5 (Organising Partners: Desincoop /AEFH) 19th March 2021 

92 participants + partners 

 

6. Final Event (Organising Partner: Antares)  29th March 2021 

84 participants + partners

Final Note  

We also believe that we can do more in the future not only with students but division in a better and

more positive way the responsibility of delivering knowledge and skills sharing with families and parents

this mission.  

Our website allows access to all materials produced and also to the testimonies of teachers engaged in

Melody.

https://facebook.us19.list-manage.com/track/click?u=2fcd28b749dbcadf489e047ff&id=d6db82302d&e=f0cdfec739
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We have done our best, for our students and future European citizens.
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